Hysterectomy for benign gynecologic disease is one of the most commonly performed procedures for women. Overall, 1 in 9 women in the United States will undergo the procedure during her lifetime. While hysterectomy has traditionally been performed abdominally via laparotomy, vaginally, or by laparoscopy, robotically assisted hysterectomy has been introduced as an alternative minimally invasive approach to hysterectomy. The robotic surgical platform received approval from the US Food and Drug Administration in 2005 for the performance of gynecologic procedures and allows a surgeon to perform the procedure at a remote console. Potential benefits of robotic surgery include increased range of motion with the instrumentation, 3-dimensional stereoscopic visualization, and improved ergonomics for the operating surgeon. Unlike other procedures such as robotic assisted hysterectomy for benign gynecologic conditions has been reported, little is known about the incorporation of the procedure into practice, its complication profile, or its costs compared with other routes of hysterectomy.

**Importance** Although robotically assisted hysterectomy for benign gynecologic conditions has been reported, little is known about the incorporation of the procedure into practice, its complication profile, or its costs compared with other routes of hysterectomy.

**Objectives** To analyze the uptake of robotically assisted hysterectomy, to determine the association between use of robotic surgery and rates of abdominal and laparoscopic hysterectomy, and to compare the in-house complications of robotically assisted hysterectomy vs abdominal and laparoscopic procedures.

**Design, Setting, and Patients** Cohort study of 264,758 women who underwent hysterectomy for benign gynecologic disorders at 441 hospitals across the United States from 2007 to 2010.

**Main Outcome Measures** Uptake of and factors associated with utilization of robotically assisted hysterectomy. Complications, transfusion, reoperation, length of stay, death, and cost for women who underwent robotic hysterectomy compared with both abdominal and laparoscopic procedures were analyzed.

**Results** Use of robotically assisted hysterectomy increased from 0.5% in 2007 to 9.5% of all hysterectomies in 2010. During the same time period, laparoscopic hysterectomy rates increased from 24.3% to 30.5%. Three years after the first robotic procedure at hospitals where robotically assisted hysterectomy was performed, robotically assisted hysterectomy accounted for 22.4% of all hysterectomies. The rates of abdominal hysterectomy decreased both in hospitals where robotic-assisted hysterectomy was performed as well as in those where it was not performed. In a propensity score–matched analysis, the overall complication rates were similar for robotic-assisted and laparoscopic hysterectomy (5.5% vs 5.3%; relative risk [RR], 1.03; 95% CI, 0.86-1.24). Although patients who underwent a robotically assisted hysterectomy were less likely to have a length of stay longer than 2 days (19.6% vs 24.9%; RR, 0.78; 95% CI, 0.67-0.92), transfusion requirements (1.4% vs 1.8%; RR, 0.80; 95% CI, 0.55-1.16) and the rate of discharge to a nursing facility (0.2% vs 0.3%; RR, 0.79; 95% CI, 0.35-1.76) were similar. Total costs associated with robotically assisted hysterectomy were $2189 (95% CI, $2030-$2349) more per case than for laparoscopic hysterectomy.

**Conclusions and Relevance** Between 2007 and 2010, the use of robotically assisted hysterectomy for benign gynecologic disorders increased substantially. Robotically assisted and laparoscopic hysterectomy had similar morbidity profiles, but the use of robotic technology resulted in substantially more costs.
as prostatectomy for which robotic assistance is used more frequently than conventional laparoscopic approaches, both laparoscopic and vaginal hysterectomy are already widely available and used for hysterectomy. Despite enthusiasm for robotic gynecologic surgery, the majority of information regarding robotically assisted hysterectomy comes from small observational studies.3,5-18 Most of these reports are from single institutions and from highly experienced surgeons and centers, the results of which may not be applicable to the broader practice of gynecology.3,5-18 A 2012 Cochrane review of randomized controlled trials of robotic surgery for benign gynecologic disease identified only 2 trials with 158 patients that met inclusion criteria. Based on the available data, the authors concluded that robotic surgery was not associated with improved effectiveness or safety.3 A major concern regarding robotic surgery is the substantial cost of the procedure.6,7,19,20

To date, robotically assisted hysterectomy has not been shown to be more effective than laparoscopy. Nevertheless, robotic gynecologic surgery may confer benefits that are difficult to measure. Proponents of robotic surgery have argued that robotic technology allows women who otherwise would undergo laparotomy to have a minimally invasive procedure. However, there is little to support these claims, and because both laparoscopic and robotic-assisted hysterectomy are associated with low complication rates, it is unclear what benefits robotically assisted hysterectomy offers. We performed a population-based analysis to examine the diffusion of robotic-assisted hysterectomy and to determine the association between robotic surgery and the rates of abdominal and laparoscopic hysterectomy. We also assessed in-hospital outcomes and costs for robotically assisted hysterectomy compared with laparoscopic and abdominal procedures.

**METHODS**

We analyzed data from the Perspective database (Premier), an all-payer, fee-supported database created to measure resource utilization and quality. The database contains comprehensive data for all inpatient admissions from more than 600 acute care hospitals located across the United States. Perspective captures information on demographic and clinical characteristics. In 2006, Perspective included approximately 5.5 million discharges, representing approximately 15% of all hospitalizations in the United States.21 Perspective has been validated and used in previously published outcomes studies.21,22 A portion of the Perspective database, including data on all hysterectomies, was purchased using institutional resources. This investigation was deemed exempt from informed consent requirements by the Columbia University institutional review board.

**Patients and Procedures**

Women 18 years and older who underwent hysterectomy from 2007 through the first quarter of 2010 were included in the analysis. Patients were classified based on the type of hysterectomy performed: abdominal (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision [ICD-9] codes 68.4, 68.49, 68.9), vaginal (ICD-9 68.5 or 68.59), and laparoscopic (ICD-9 68.31, 68.41, 68.51). Patients who had a code for a robotic-assisted procedure (ICD-9 17.42 or 17.44, introduced October 2008) or a recorded charge code for robotic instrumentation in combination with any of the hysterectomy codes were classified as having undergone a robotic procedure. Patients who underwent surgery for gynecologic malignancy (ICD-9 180-184.9) were excluded from the analysis.

**Clinical and Demographic Characteristics**

Clinical characteristics analyzed included age (<40, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-60, and >60 years), year of surgery (2007-2010), race (white, black, and other), marital status (married, single, and unknown), and insurance status (commercial, Medicare, Medicaid, uninsured, and unknown). Race was determined based on self-report and classified as white, black, and other/unknown. Overall, 15 patients (0.03%) had unknown information on race. Gynecologic indications for hysterectomy, including leiomyomata, endometriosis, abnormal bleeding, benign ovarian neoplasms, and pelvic organ prolapse, were recorded for each patient. The performance of concomitant gynecologic procedures, including anterior colporrhaphy, posterior colporrhaphy, salpingo-oophorectomy, and incontinence surgery, were also noted.

The hospitals where patients were treated were classified based on location (metropolitan, nonmetropolitan), region of the country (Northeast, Midwest, West, South), size (<400 beds, 400-600 beds, and >600 beds), and teaching status (teaching, nonteaching). Risk adjustment for medical comorbidities was performed using an index derived from the Elixhauser comorbidity variables. Patients were categorized based on the number of medical comorbidities present (0, 1, 2).23 Surgical volume for hospitals and surgeons was determined for each procedure. Both hospital and surgeon volume were calculated individually for each patient and estimated as the number of procedures performed at a given patient’s hospital or by a given patient’s surgeon in the 12-month period prior to the date of surgery.24 For both surgeon and hospital volume, separate volume-based calculations were performed for each procedure. Volume was included as a continuous variable in all analyses. Because physician information was missing for 1.8% of the cohort, these data were imputed based on the multiple imputation procedure (with 5 sets of imputations).

**Outcomes**

Perioperative morbidity, mortality, and resource utilization were analyzed. Perioperative complications were classified as intraoperative complications (bladder injury, ureteral injury, intesti-
tinal injury, vascular injury, and other operative injuries), surgical site complications (wound complications, abscess, hemorrhage, bowel obstruction), or medical complications (venous thromboembolism, myocardial infarction, cardiopulmonary arrest, acute renal failure, respiratory failure, cerebrovascular accident, bacteremia/sepsis, shock, and pneumonia). A composite score of any of these complications was also examined. Metrics of resource utilization analyzed included transfusion, reoperation, and length of stay. Length of stay was categorized as 2 days or less vs more than 2 days.

Cost data were captured through the recorded actual cost variables in Perspective. The data include an itemized log of all items that are billed to a patient during the hospitalization. Within the Perspectives database, approximately three-quarters of hospitals reported direct cost while the remainder provide estimates based on Medicare cost-to-charge ratios. Costs were adjusted for inflation using the consumer price index and reported in 2010 US dollars. After conversion, cost data were visually inspected, and those patients with spurious costs (<$500) were removed from the analyses. Two estimates of cost were analyzed. First, total hospital cost was examined, which includes fixed costs (ie, costs that do not change with patient volume, such as the cost of purchasing the robotic platform) and variable costs (ie, disposable instrumentation and supplies). A second analysis was performed to include only variable and fixed costs reported separately.

Nonroutine discharge was defined as discharge to a skilled nursing facility or acute or subacute rehabilitation center. In-hospital mortality rates, defined as death during the index hospitalization, were recorded for each procedure.

**Statistical Analysis**

Frequency distributions between categorical variables were compared using χ² tests while continuous variables were compared with the Kruskal-Wallis test. Utilization rates for each type of hysterectomy are reported based on the year and quarter in which the procedure was performed. To examine the association between the introduction of robotic-assisted hysterectomy at individual hospitals and use of robotic-assisted hysterectomy at those hospitals, we performed a stratified analysis based on whether physicians had access to the robot. For each hospital, we noted the quarter in which the first robotically assisted hysterectomy was performed. Hysterectomy rates by quarter after the introduction of robotic-assisted hysterectomy are reported at these hospitals. The remainder of the hospitals, those that did not perform robotically assisted hysterectomy as well as hospitals prior to the first robotically assisted hysterectomy, were analyzed separately.

The association between patient, surgeon, and hospital characteristics and performance of robotic-assisted hysterectomy was examined using multivariate mixed-effects log-binomial regression models. To account for hospital-level clustering, these models included a random-intercept for the hospital in which the procedure was performed. In addition to a model including all patients, a series of sensitivity analyses were performed and models developed that included the following: only patients who underwent a minimally invasive (laparoscopic or robotic-assisted) hysterectomy; only women treated at a hospital that performed robotic surgery; and only patients who underwent surgery in 2009-2010, when specific ICD-9 procedure codes were available for robotic-assisted hysterectomy.

To analyze the primary and secondary outcomes and minimize selection bias, we performed a propensity score-matched analysis. The propensity score is the probability that a patient will receive a given treatment based on the distribution of factors associated with the treatment. For the current study, the propensity to undergo a robotic-assisted hysterectomy was estimated. For each patient, a propensity score was generated from logistic regression models that included all of the clinical characteristics (hospital location, teaching status, bed size, region, hospital volume, physician volume, indication for surgery, concomitant procedures, and type of hysterectomy) and demographic characteristics (age, year of diagnosis, race, marital status, insurance status, comorbidity) of interest. The probabilities from these models were used to generate a propensity score ranging from 0 to 1 for each patient. Based on the resulting propensity score, matched groups (1 case to 1 control) were generated using a matching algorithm with a caliper of 0.005. The caliper is the maximum distance allowed in propensity scores between cases and controls in order to identify a match between them. Sensitivity analyses were performed by matching different numbers of controls to cases, as well as using different caliper settings. Two separate propensity matches were performed, one for patients who underwent laparoscopic, or robotically assisted hysterectomy and one for women who underwent either abdominal or robotic-assisted hysterectomy. Complications and parameters of resource utilization were compared between the propensity-matched groups using univariable regression.

Procedural costs were estimated based on the type of hysterectomy performed (abdominal, laparoscopic, or robotic-assisted). Because cost data were heavily right-skewed, we report costs as medians with interquartile ranges (IQRs). Even after transformation, including logarithmic transformation, the cost data remained skewed. Given the skewed nature of the data, multivariable adjustment of costs based on the type of hysterectomy performed were compared based on quantile (median) regression methods. This method directly estimates the adjusted median costs, and 95% confidence intervals were derived based on bootstrap resampling methods. The quantile regression methodology was necessary for analysis of cost data since the distribution of costs was not normally distributed (conditional on the set of ob-
served covariates), an important assumption for a linear regression analysis. All analyses were performed with SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute). All statistical tests were 2-sided. A P value less than .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
A total of 264,758 women were identified who underwent hysterectomy at 441 hospitals across the United States from 2007 to 2010. The cohort included 123,288 (46.6%) who underwent an abdominal hysterectomy, 54,912 (20.7%) who had a vaginal hysterectomy, 75,761 (28.6%) who had a laparoscopic procedure, and 10,797 (4.1%) who had a robotically assisted hysterectomy (TABLE 1 and eTable 1 and eTable 2, available at http://www.jama.com). The rate of vaginal hyster-
ectomy declined during the study and accounted for 21.7% of procedures in the first quarter of 2007 compared with 19.8% in the first quarter of 2010 (FIGURE 1). Performance of abdominal hysterectomy decreased from 53.6% to 40.1% during the same time period. The number of laparoscopic hysterectomies performed increased; laparoscopic hysterectomy accounted for 24.3% of the procedures in the first quarter of 2007 compared with 30.5% in 2010. Robotically assisted hysterectomy increased during the study period and accounted for 0.5% of the procedures in 2007 compared with 9.5% in 2010.

The analysis was then stratified based on whether patients were treated at a hospital that performed robotic-assisted hysterectomy. After the introduction of robotically assisted hysterectomy at a given hospital, use increased rapidly (FIGURE 2). For example, at 3 years (12 quarters) after the first robotic procedure in each hospital where robotics were used, robotic-assisted hysterectomy accounted for 22.4% of all hysterectomies. At these hospitals, use of vaginal (19.8% to 18.1%), laparoscopic (28.9% to 24.5%), and abdominal (44.4% to 35.1%) hysterectomy all declined. In contrast, at hospitals where robotically assisted hysterectomy was not performed, abdominal (53.7% to 44.3%) and vaginal (22.0% to 21.0%) hysterectomy declined, while use of laparoscopic (24.2% to 34.7%) hysterectomy increased (FIGURE 3).

Year of surgery had the strongest association with undergoing robotically assisted hysterectomy (TABLE 2 and eTable 3). Black women (relative risk [RR], 0.86; 95% CI, 0.80-0.93) were less likely than white women to undergo a robotic-assisted procedure. Women undergoing surgery for abnormal bleeding more frequently had a robotic hysterectomy. Patients treated at larger hospitals as well as metropolitan centers were more likely to undergo a robotically assisted procedure. Women undergoing surgery for abnormal bleeding more frequently had a robotic hysterectomy.
procedure (P=.002) while those with pelvic organ prolapse less frequently had a robotically assisted hysterectomy (P < .001).

In a series of sensitivity analyses, these findings remained largely unchanged (Table 2). When evaluating only women who underwent a minimally invasive (laparoscopic or robotic-assisted) hysterectomy, year of diagnosis, insurance status, metropolitan location, hospital teaching status, area of residence, and hospital size were associated with use of robotically assisted hysterectomy. When the analysis was limited to only hospitals where robotic-assisted hysterectomy was performed, white women were more likely than black women to undergo a robotic procedure, and those with commercial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Multivariable Models of Factors Associated With Undergoing Robotic Hysterectomy a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninsured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidity score b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication for surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endometriosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign neoplasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvic organ prolapse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concomitant procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior colporrhaphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior colporrhaphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-incontinence procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of hysterectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: RR, relative risk.

a All models were adjusted for both physician and hospital volumes that were continuous variables. Refer to eTable 3 for more information in this table.

b Using index derived from the Elixhauser comorbidity variables, we categorized patients based on the number of medical comorbidities present.
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insurance were more likely to undergo robotically assisted hysterectomy. When specifically analyzing patients treated in 2009 or 2010, race, insurance status, and hospital characteristics remained associated with use of robotic assistance.

Laparoscopic and robotically assisted hysterectomy were compared after propensity score matching (Table 3). The unadjusted rate of complications was 5.5% for women who underwent robotic-assisted hysterectomy vs 5.3% for those who had a laparoscopic procedure (P=.47). In addition to the overall complication rate, the rates of intraoperative complications (2.5% vs 2.4%; RR, 1.05; 95% CI, 0.75-1.47), surgical site complications (1.7% vs 2.0%; RR, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.64-1.13), and medical complications (1.6% vs 1.2%; RR, 1.35; 95% CI, 0.97-1.88) were similar between the robotically assisted and laparoscopic hysterectomy groups. Hospitalization for longer than 2 days was more common in the laparoscopic hysterectomy cohort (24.9% vs 19.6%, P<.001), while rates of transfusion (1.4% vs 1.8%; RR, 0.80; 95% CI, 0.55-1.16), reoperation (0.1% vs 0.1%; RR, 1.00; 95% CI, 0.26-3.84), nonroutine discharge (0.2% vs 0.3%; RR, 0.79; 95% CI, 0.35-1.76), and in-hospital mortality were similar (P>.05 for all). A comparison of the morbidity of robotic-assisted and abdominal hysterectomy is shown in eTable 4 and eTable 5.

The median total cost for laparoscopic hysterectomy was $6679 (IQR, $5197-$8673) compared with $8868 (IQR, $6787-$11 830) for robotic-assisted hysterectomy. The median fixed cost for laparoscopic hysterectomy was $3040 (IQR, $6616-$11 058) for cases 21-30 and then increased to $8220 (IQR, $6029-$10 864) for cases after the 40th robotic-assisted hysterectomy. Similarly, variable costs were lower for laparoscopic ($3493; IQR, $2397-$6237) hysterectomy. This translated into $2189 (95% CI, $2073-$2377) increased total costs, $962 (95% CI, $878-$1047) increased fixed costs, and $1207 (95% CI, $1110-$1304) increased variable costs for robotic compared with laparoscopic surgery.

A series of sensitivity analyses were performed to examine the relationship between the cost of robotic-assisted hysterectomy and physician and hospital volume. In a fully adjusted model with physician and hospital volume as continuous variables, total cost increased by $9 (95% CI, $7 to $12) with each additional robotic case per physician and decreased by $0.28 (95% CI, −$1 to $0.80) for each additional robotic case per hospital. When stratified by cumulative surgeon robotic procedure volume, the total cost per case for a physician’s first 10 cases was $8875 (IQR, $6806-$11 602). These costs decreased to $8174 (IQR, $6319-$11 278) for cases 21-30 and then increased to $8307 (IQR, $6616-$11 058) for cases 31-40 and to $8220 (IQR, $6029-$10 864) for cases after the 40th robotic-assisted hysterectomy. Similarly, variable cost for a physician’s first 10 robotic cases was $4718 (IQR, $3394-$6570), decreased to $4328 (IQR, $3229-$6284) for cases 21-30, and then increased to $4404 (IQR, $3313-$5611) for cases 31-40 and to $4754 (IQR, $3157-$6368) for the 40th robotic-assisted hysterectomy. We performed a number of sensitivity analyses to examine the accuracy of the coding schema. In 2009, when ICD-9 coding for robotic procedures was available, we noted that more than 95% of robotic hysterectomies were captured with ICD-9 coding. Furthermore, when cost was examined, we found a strong correlation between total cost for robotic procedures captured by
ICD-9 codes ($8623; 95% CI, $6423-$11,602) and billing codes ($8923; 95% CI, $6821-$11,450) that was clearly distinct from laparoscopic procedures ($6246; 95% CI, $4906-$7897).

COMMENT

Our population-based analysis suggests that despite limited data, the use of robotically assisted hysterectomy for benign gynecologic disease increased substantially over a 3-year period. The introduction of robotic-assisted hysterectomy was paralleled by a decrease in the rate of abdominal hysterectomy both in hospitals where robotic-assisted hysterectomy was performed and in those where robotic procedures were not performed. The perioperative morbidity profile was similar for robotic-assisted and laparoscopic hysterectomy. Robotic-assisted hysterectomy is substantially more expensive than any other modality of hysterectomy.

Recent studies have raised concerns regarding the comparative effectiveness of robotic-assisted surgery for a variety of procedures.²⁵,³³ A comparative analysis of robotic-assisted vs laparoscopic hysterectomy for endometrial cancer noted that the 2 procedures were associated with similar morbidity, but robotically assisted hysterectomy was accompanied by substantially greater cost.²³ To date, most studies of robotically assisted hysterectomy for benign gynecologic disease have been of limited size and retrospective in nature.³⁵⁻³⁸ A review of published observational data comparing robotic-assisted and laparoscopic hysterectomy noted that clinical outcomes were similar while operative times and costs were higher for robotic procedures.⁶ A meta-analysis of prospective trials comparing robotic and laparoscopic surgery for benign gynecologic disease found that both procedures were associated with similar outcomes, complications, length of stay, and quality of life.³ We noted that perioperative outcomes were similar for robotic-assisted and laparoscopic hysterectomy.

Despite the fact that laparoscopic hysterectomy has been performed since the 1990s, uptake of the procedure has been slow.³⁴⁻³⁶ Population-level data from the United States suggest that in 2003 only 12% of hysterectomies were performed laparoscopically, and this had increased to only 14% by 2005.³⁴,³⁵ Our findings are notable in that the uptake of robotically assisted hysterectomy was rapid; only 3 years after the introduction of robotic hysterectomy, the procedure accounted for nearly 10% of all operations. Furthermore, at hospitals where robotically assisted hysterectomy was performed, robotic procedures accounted for more than 20% of hysterectomies within 3 years of adoption of the technology.

One of the purported benefits of robotic surgery is that it allows more patients to undergo a minimally invasive procedure, but this assumption has been poorly documented for gynecologic surgery.²⁶ Our findings suggest that this is in fact the case and that the introduction of robotic gynecologic surgery was associated with a decrease in the rate of abdominal hysterectomy and an increase the use of minimally invasive surgery as a whole, including both laparoscopic and robotic hysterectomy. The rapid uptake of robotic gynecologic surgery likely stems from a multitude of factors. First, robotic surgery may be easier to learn than laparoscopy because it is more analogous to traditional open surgery.³⁷ Second, robotic assistance may allow for the completion of more technically demanding cases that would otherwise have required laparotomy. Third, robotic surgery has been the subject of extensive marketing not only to surgeons and hospitals, but also to medical consumers.³⁸,³⁹ The potential effect of this marketing has been the subject of a number of reports.³⁸,³⁹ The increased use of laparoscopic hysterectomy that we noted was almost solely at hospitals where robotic surgery was not performed and may have been due to competitive pressures or an increased awareness and appreciation of minimally invasive surgical options for hysterectomy.

Our findings also raise concern regarding the economic viability of the procedure. In a decision model examining the cost of hysterectomy, Barnett and colleagues²⁰ noted that from a hospital perspective, laparoscopic ($6581) and open ($7009) hysterectomy were significantly less expensive than robotically assisted hysterectomy ($8770). We found relatively similar results; the hospital costs of open ($6712) and laparoscopic hysterectomy ($6671) were similar while robotic-assisted hysterectomy was clearly more costly ($8854). The cost of robotically assisted hysterectomy is largely driven by equipment costs while length of stay is the predominant cost center for open procedures.²⁰ Even when we excluded the fixed cost of the robotic platform and examined only variable costs, we noted that robotic hysterectomy remained the most costly modality for hysterectomy. When cost is examined from a societal perspective, including postoperative recovery, robotically assisted hysterectomy is less costly than open hysterectomy but remains more costly than a laparoscopic procedure.²⁰ Additionally, some studies have suggested that adoption of robotically assisted hysterectomy actually reduces hospital costs as the rate of laparotomy declines.⁴⁰ Although the cost of robotic surgery will likely decrease as the cost of instrumentation is reduced, Barbash and Glied⁴⁰ estimated that if robotic surgery replaced conventional surgery, health care costs would increase by more than $2.5 billion.

Although our analysis benefits from the inclusion of a large cohort of women, we recognize a number of important limitations. To capture initial uptake of robotically assisted hysterectomy, we used both billing codes and ICD-9 procedural codes. This methodology has been validated in prior studies, and we performed a number of sensitivity analyses to examine the accuracy of this coding schema. However, despite these analyses, we cannot ex-
clude the possibility that a small number of procedures were misclassified.\(^4\) We recognize that the primary purpose of claims data is billing and that not all perioperative complications may have been captured. To limit this bias, we analyzed only major perioperative complications that were likely to generate a claim. Further, any underreporting of complications was likely balanced between the cohorts. Our analysis of cost included only direct hospital costs incurred for the procedure and did not capture societal costs. Our data set lacked a number of important factors, such as body mass index, uterine weight, and prior surgical history, that likely influenced the surgical approach chosen. A priori we chose not to compare the outcomes of vaginal and robotic-assisted hysterectomy given that vaginal hysterectomy is predominately performed for pelvic organ prolapse often in conjunction with additional pelvic reconstructive procedures. Because race was self-reported, we cannot exclude the possibility that race was misclassified for a small number of patients. We were unable to capture individual patient and physician perceptions and attitudes that undoubtedly influenced operative planning.

Our findings highlight the importance of developing rational strategies to implement new surgical technologies. Robotic surgery first gained prominence for prostatectomy as it essentially offered the only minimally invasive surgical approach for the procedure.\(^5\) Hysterectomy is unlike prostatectomy in that a number of alternatives to open surgery are available; laparoscopic hysterectomy is a well-accepted procedure and vaginal hysterectomy allows removal of the uterus without any abdominal incisions.\(^2\) Our study indicates that while robotic assistance was associated with increased use of minimally invasive surgery for hysterectomy, when compared with laparoscopic hysterectomy, the robotic procedure offers little short-term benefit and is accompanied by significantly greater costs. From a public health standpoint, defining subsets of patients with benign gynecologic disorders who derive benefit from robotic hysterectomy, reducing the cost of robotic instrumentation, and developing initiatives to promote laparoscopic hysterectomy are warranted.
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Happiness is the test of all rules of conduct and the end of life. But . . . this end was only to be attained by not making it the direct end. Those only are happy, I thought, who have their minds fixed on some object other than their own happiness; on the happiness of others, on the improvement of mankind, even on some art of pursuit, followed not as a means, but as itself an ideal end. Aiming thus at something else, they find happiness by the way.

—John Stuart Mill (1806-1873)